ASECAP celebrates its 10th Annual Road Safety Conference which will take place in Brussels on the 21st of March 2017. ASECAP and its members consider Road Safety as their key mission and the cornerstone of their operations ensuring that toll roads remain the safest roads in Europe.

The zero vision scenario envisaged by the European Commission has become more and more challenging considering the recent EU statistics which show a limited reduction in the number of road fatalities in Europe. While many hopes lie in the deployment of automated vehicles, road safety operators strongly believe in the key role of cooperation activities amongst the main stakeholders to address road safety issues. This Conference will be the opportunity to actively discuss the “live saving chain” actions that road safety operators carry out to limit the very harsh consequences of an accident.

ASECAP and its members will provide some interesting presentations shedding more light on their role in preventing accidents and reducing their impact in term of loss of human lives and serious injuries. ASECAP also invites other stakeholders to present their ideas, projects aiming to fulfill the same goals: improving safety on the European road network.
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

08.30 - 09:00  REGISTRATION

09:00 – 09:20  Welcoming remarks

Pierre Jean COULON, President of the TEN Section, EESC
José BRAGA, ASECAP President

09:20 – 9:50  KEY NOTE Speaker

Violeta BULC, European Commissioner for Transport

1° Part – Interactive Debate with European policy makers and relevant stakeholders

Moderator: Kevin BORRAS, Thinking Highways

9:50 – 11:20  EU priority on road safety: are we fulfilling the EU safety action plan?

Introductory speech: European barometer of responsible driving
Bernadette Moreau, Vinci-Autoroutes / ASFA

 Policy makers
Georges BACH, Member of the Transport & Tourism Committee, European Parliament
Fotini IOANNIDOU, Head of the Road Safety Unit, DG MOVE

 Key Industry Partners
Malika SEDDI, ASECAP COPER II Chair
Jacob BANGSGAARD, CEO of ERTICO
Erik JONNAERT, Secretary General of ACEA

Questions and answers with the audience

11:20 - 11:40  COFFEE BREAK
2º Part: Discussion amongst road safety experts and exchange of best practices/innovative projects

**Moderator:** Kevin Borras, Thinking Highways

**Live saving chain: avoiding road safety fatalities and reducing serious injuries**

11:40 – 13:10 Involvement of toll operators in the commitment to increase safety

- Implementation of ISO 39.001 Road Traffic Safety Management System as a Road Operator in Autopistas.
  *Alberto Jiménez, Autopistas (Abertis group) / SEOPAN*

- Attica Tollway: How to retain a safe road environment in a busy urban motorway.
  *Fanis Papadimitriou, Attikes Diadromes SA / HELLASTRON*

- Infrastructure and technologies, PDCA Accidents Investigation and users’ awareness: the main keys for “live saving chain”
  *Gianmarco Angeletti, Autostrade per l’Italia SpA / AISCAT*

- Proposals for the unification of the road safety related regulation
  *Ulrich Zorin & Jan Sajovic, DARS*

- Teamwork in Incident Management - a key for Safer Roads
  *Christian Ebner, ASFINAG*

- One sets for the break
  *Christine Allard, Sanef / ASFA*

- Fog system – Led guide light
  *Bettoni Francesco Giovanni Maria, Società di Progetto Brebemi / AISCAT*

13.10 – 13.30 Wrap – up and conclusions

13:30 **WALKING LUNCH**